LEADERS
Yamille Calle-Lopez (Colombia), chair
Cristina Ruedell Reschke (Ireland), treasurer
Sebastian Ortiz de la Rosa (Colombia), vice chair
Marian Galovic (Switzerland), past chair
Pablo Casillas-Espinosa (Australia), secretary
Naluca Mimi Mwendaweli (Zambia), representative – Africa
Ajay Asranna (India), representative – Asia & Oceania
Reem Alyoubi (Saudi Arabia), representative – Eastern Mediterranean
Luca de Palma (Italy), representative – Europe
Diego Jimenez-Jimenez (UK), representative – Latin America
Ruta N Yardi (USA), representative – North America
Gary Brennan (Ireland), leader, research
Alina Ivaniuk (Ukraine), leader, Communications & Interactive Media
Chian Soong Khoo (Malaysia), leader, conferences
Jaiver Macea Ortiz (Colombia), leader, educations & publications
Stuart David Whitson Smith (UK), leader, membership
Aleksandra Volkova 2022 (Russia), leader, advocacy

ACTIVITIES
- Networking events and YES educational activities at the European Epilepsy Congress, Latin American Epilepsy Congress, Asia-Oceania Epilepsy Congress, and a joint networking event with the American Epilepsy society at the American Epilepsy Society Meeting
- Biweekly business meetings from February to December open to any YES member, and biweekly YES board meetings at the same timeframe

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
- Election of the new YES taskforces leaders, and its corresponding handover
- Launch of the epilepsy stigma worldwide project
• Planning of translational science webinars
• Launch of the women in epilepsy project with Western University in Canada
• Creation and translation of the resources for people with epilepsy during the Ukraine crisis (resources available at ILAE website)
• Contributions to the epigraph newsletter
• Participation on the SharpWaves podcast
• Engagement with IBE to set collaborative projects in 2023

HIGHLIGHTS
• Creation and translation of the resources for people with epilepsy during the Ukraine crisis (resources available at ILAE website)
• Election of the new YES taskforces leaders, and its corresponding handover
• Launch of the women in epilepsy project with Western University in Canada

MEETINGS
18 business meetings, 18 Board meetings, and 4 meetings with Prof Helen Cross, ILAE president.
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